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"Earnest" Rounds out the Masquers' Season with a laugh
Kasey Ray
Staff Writer

As a ll theatre buffs know,
on opening night, kinks must
quickly be worked out, and
nerves must quickly be over
come because the first impres
sion is always a lasting one.
And what an impression was
made.
As the curtains rose to the
beginning of the last Masqu
ers production of the season,
a stage of period furniture and
costumes set the stage for the
performance. Bursting with
British accents and Oscar Wil
de's quickwit, "The Importance
of Being Earnest" was a classic
satire twisted with a slapstick
angle, thanks to the director,
Dr. Peter Mellen.
The first scene takes place
in Algernon Moncrieffs flat in
London. Algernon, played by
Jordan Gray, is a charming,
yet idle, English bachelor who
is friends with Jack Worthing,
ERIK O'BRIEN | The Inkwell
played by Brandon Morris.
Jordan Gray, Pamela Z. Sears, and Samantha Noon perform in "The Importance of Being Earnest."
This pair of bachelors will do
anything, even lie, cheat or non was easy and swaggering, are Gwendolen Fairfax, played Gwendolen as a fiery but dis- Algernon (who falsely claims
swindle to get the ladies of grasping the veryessence of the by Bess McCreary, and Cec- crete social star, which is a he is Jack's brother, Ernest) by
character.
ily Cardew, played by Summer direct contrast to Cecily, who
their dreams.
The
ladies
that
they
desire
Peters. McCreary portrayed blindly attempts to attract
MASQUERS | Page 8
Gray's performance of Alger-

Students Learn About Personal Finances for Free Pre-Capture:
Chris Nowicki
News Editor

There comes a time in
everyone's life where some
one must take out a loan, buy
a car, or begin a credit card.
Often times many people, col
lege students in particular, are
unaware of certain terms that
banks or other financial offi
cials may use.
Richie Robinson, a former
business professor at the
University of Michigan and
a former financial officer, is
setting his. journey to inform
college students about finan
cial information that they may

The Many
Sides of
Saddam

not know.
"College students donot know
about personal finances, and it
is important that they know,"
said Robinson.
Robinson says he always
knew college students were
not very aware of their own
personal finances, but did not
realize how big of a problem
it was until he began teaching
business at the University of
Michigan.
Credit cards are what get
more college students into
trouble according to Robin
son.
"Credit card companies look
at college students as a likely

cardholder," said Robinson.
"It is soeasy tokeep charging
everything and then cannot pay
it off at the end of th e month,
• then instead of paying it off
they begin to charge on top of
their current debt."
Robinson's personal philoso
phy is "if you can't pay it off in
30 days, don't buy it".
Robinson recently wrote
a book "The Money Brain's
Help" to help college students
understand personal finances.
The book focuses on twelve
personal finance topics. Some
of the topics covered are bonds,
mortgages, life insurance, cred
it, and mutual funds. Robinson

describes the book as easy to
understand and in layman's
terms.
His advice to students is,
if you are in debt and having
problems with a creditor call
and try to workout a payment
plan. He also advises students
to take any financial planning
workshops available. Finally, if
you have damaged your credit
score, remember that it can be
repaired.
Robinson is offering college
students a free copy of his book.
To receive a copy of his book go
to www.moneybrains.com for
more information.
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Leslie Moses
Staff Writer

Saddam the family man?
Saddam with a pied piper af
fection for children? Saddam
appearing nightly through
homes across Iraq in his own
music video?
To a packed room where
extra chairs had to be brought
in twice for stragglers, Jeremy
SADDAM | Page 2

Campus News

Armstrong Atlantic 2006 calendar
Thursday. April 27
6:00p.m.-9:30p.m. American Chemical Society Awards Banquet in University Dining
Room
7:00p.m.-10:00p.m. Sci Fi/Fantasy Club in Gamble 101
7:00p.m.-9:00p.m. Photography Lecture in Solms 107
7:30p.m.-9:00p.m. AASU Jazz Ensemble Concert in Fine Arts Auditorium
7:30p.m.-9:30p.m. The Importance of Being Earnest in Jenkins Theatre
Friday. April 28
Summer and Fall 06 Registration Ends
12:00p.m.-l :00p.m. Pace-the-Nation in Shearhouse Plaza
7:30p.m.-9:30p.m. The Importance of Being Earnest in Jenkins Theatre
Saturday. April 29
11:30a.m.-2:00p.m. PTAG Meeting in UH 157
12:00p.m.-7:l 5p.m. Chi Theta Kappa Sorority Modeling Seminar in UH 121
3:00p.m.-6:00p
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joined mural under thetheme
of Saddam as a modern Ne 
buchadnezzar where Saddam
Windus capped off the Hon is in a horse-drawn chariot
ors Program's second round surround by war helicopters,
of student lectures on Fri, blazing stud missiles and
Apr. 21, 2006, with a dynamic battleships.
slideshow presentation of vary
Windus pointed out a curi
ing and sometimes comic de ous detail in the charging char
pictions of Saddam Hussein s iot's ill-fated position about a
image in Iraq before he was foot away from a oceanside
captured.
cliff and comically considered
Titled '"With my Blood in the artist's subtle rebellion.
Gratitude': the Iconography
But of all of Saddam's im 
of Saddam Hussein's Iraq," ages, Windus says Saddam's
Windus showed a myriad of efforts to align with powerful
photos that typified whichever Arab leaders, who also hap 
marketable trait Saddam was pened to be radical Islamic
going for at the time.
militants, cast Saddam into a
There was the personable problematic role.
Saddam, the Saddam as the
"Saddam loved the image of
modern Mesopotamian king being a modern defender of
Nebuchadnezzar and perhaps the faith," said Windus.
his most problematic role,
But after completing a task
Saddam as Muslim hero.
to have a Koran written with
Under the personable the ink of his blood—24 liters
Saddam theme, Windus of it, he left the Muslim com
showed the widely published munity in a dubious state.
group photos of Saddam with
It's an unstated rule that the
his large family and photos of Koran can't be written in un
Saddam with children.
holy blood, such as Saddam's,
In onepicture, Saddam ishold- but it's also a rule that aKoran
ing a child who is screaming. can't be destroyed.
"Not particularly helpful
Windus, considering the
when the kids aren't too happy paradoxical dilemma, says it
to see him," Windus said.
is interesting how Saddam's
And falling in line with the "blood Koran" quietly disap
personable Saddam image, peared a few years ago.
Windus played the music video
After the presentation,
"Saddam: Our Father" for the Windus opened the floor
group.
for discussion as attendants
In the video, shots of a be raised other considerations
nevolent Saddam, who visits of a government's and the
the sick in hospitals and waves
portrayal of a par
to the crowds, are interposed media's
ticular subject.
with shots of kids dancing in
"I'm so glad that so mystu
the streets and a cutaway of a
dents came by,"said oneof the
man in a brown business suit
professors to Windus after the
singing the chorus.
event.
"The rest are going to be
"I noticed a lot of gig
gling during that video," said sick that they didn't come."
Windus' presentation was
Windus, which he attributed
thus
mutually beneficial.
to the video's disjoined merger
"I love doing this," said
of classic Iraqi style and mu
sic hyped up in a modernized Windus. "It's one of my fa
vorite things to do in all o f
Western mode.
Windus also showed a dis academics."
SADDAM | From page l
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Monday - Thursday
7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

and
Friday
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Campus News
Transitioning Away from the Use of Social
Secruity Numbers as Id's
John McGuthry

Special to the Inkwell
Beginning May 22, 2006,
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity will no longer useSocial
Security numbers as a primary
way to identify its constituents.
A new ID number will be as
signed toall AASU constituents.
This ID number will be used
across allsystems, applications,
and many business processes
throughout the lifetime of an
individual's association with
the university. This change is
consistent with the University
System of Georgia's policy on
Social Security numbers. This
change is also critical in the
continuing efforts to reduce
the risk of identity theft for the
campus community.
"The Social Security number
shall be required from all en
tering students for a permanent
and lasting record. When pos
sible, an alternative number
will b e assigned and used by
institutions for all purposes
which do not require the So
cial Security number. In no
event shall grades be posted
by using the Social Security
Number. The University Sys
tem of Georgia i s dedicated to
insuring the privacy and proper
handling of confidential infor

Student ID Cards:
mation pertaining to students
Returning students
and employees," according
enrolled in summer
to the University System of
courses will be able to
Gerogia.
pickup their new ID
The new change will re
cards in the Memorial
duce:
College Center (MCC).
The use of Social Se
•
The
schedule for sum
curity numbers on
mer
ID card pickup is
personnel documents
to
be
determined.
The use of So cial Se
•
All
other
returning
curity numbers in the
students
will
be able
university's computer
to
pickup
their
new ID
system
cards
in
the
fall.
The number of times a
• The schedule for fall
Social Security number
ID card pickup is to be
needs to be shared
determined.
Once the transition begins,
•
All
new students will be
students and university em
issued
ID cards during
ployees will be able to look up
CHAOS.
their new ID numbers on-line
using several key identifiers.
See: www.armstrong.edu/ssn- Employee ID Cards:
Faculty and staff will
transition
be issued new IDcards
beginning May 23.
New ID Lookup Will Begin
•
The
schedule for ID
in May
card pickup is to be
determined.
During this transition, students

will have the ability to log into
SHIP using their SSNs or their For questions or comments on
new student ID numbers. Af this transition, please contact
ter October 9, students will be the Registrar's office at 927required to use their new ID 5278 or contact the Computer
and Information Services Helpnumbers.
desk at 921-5518.

National Student
Speech
Language
Hearing
Association

Spring
Symposium

Tuesday May 2, 2006
10-12pm and 2-4 pm
Location TBA
All stu dents are invited to attend.
Refeshments will be served.
This may also count toward
Professional Development hours,
please check with your advisor for information.

SGA U pdate
Chris Nowicki

News Editor

The Student Government
Association held its weekly
meeting, Mon, Apr 24.
The senate approved the min
utes from the April 10 and 17
meetings.
Senate Whip Nesbit reported
that the new Athletic Depart
ment's strategic plan for 20062007. Nesbit also reported that
the committees would need ap
proval from the senate today
with any additions.
In new business new sena
tor Crystal Jones was sworn
in. Also u nder new business
the 06-07 University, Faculty,
and SGA Standing Committee's
were approved.
The new university standing
committees are Committee on
Disability Services Committee
is Awarial Binns; Committee
on Minority Affairs, Nathan
Smith; Intercollegiate Athlet
ics Committee, Ashley Boyer,
Lindsay Oldham, and Tierra
Smith; Student Activities Com
mittee, Keisha Williams, Pres
ton Futrell, and Alex Collins.
The students serving on the

faculty standing committees
are Committee on Admis
sion and Academic Standing,
Kristina Yourk; Library Com
mittee, Antonio Burks and
Jeremiah Cameron; Student
Recruitment, Advisement, and
Retention Committee, Laiken
Williams.
The SGA standing commit

tees and there committee
members are Rules Com
mittee, Michael Brumbley,
Alex Collins, Tiffany Nesbit,
and Preston Futrell; Stu
dent Services Committee,
Robert Hall, Antonio Burks,
Meredith Cook, and Preston
Futrell; Vice P resident Ad
visory Committee, Charita
Hardy, Preston Futrell, Mer
edith Cook, Anton io Burks,
and Kierra Jackson; Finance
Committee, Will Sherow,
Preston Futrell, Michael
Brumbley, Robert Hall, Alex
Collins, Keisha Williams.
Tiffany Nesbit,, and Tierra
Smith; Awards Committee,
Ashley Boyer, Robert Hall,
and Somi Benson; Commu
nity Service, Anna Mach,
Antonio Burks, Keisha Wil
liams, Tierra Smith, and
Nathan Smith.
Also during the meeting
nominations forthe president
pro-tempore and parliamen
tarian were taken and voted
on bythe senate. Robert Hall,
Kierra Jackson, and Preston
Futrell were nominated for
president pro-tempore. After
a run o f f vote between Futrell

and Hall, Hall was voted
president pro-tempore.
Alex Collins and Tierra
Smith were nominated for
parliamentarian. After a se
cret ballot vote, Alex Collins
was voted parliamentarian.
This was the last SGA meet
ing for the 2005-2006 school
year.

June Hopkins Named Head of
Department of History at AASU
Courtesy of University
Relations

ture. She was also named a
Governor's Teaching Fellow
June Hopkins, a member of last summer. In March, she
the Armstrong Atlantic State participated in aconference on
University (AASU) faculty since the Anglo-American Alliance
1998, has been named head of at the University ofTennessee
the Department of History. at Knoxville on akeynote panel
She had filled that position with Sen. Howard Baker and
on an interim basis since last Winston S. Churchill (grand
son of the wartime British
summer.
Hopkins is a widely published prime minister).
Hopkins earned a Ph.D. in
academician whose research
focus is U.S. history. She is history from Georgetown
the author of H arry Hopkins: University. Her master's de
Sudden Hero, Brash Reformer gree is from the University of
(1999) and edited Jewish First California at Northridge, and
Wife, Divorced: The Corre she did her undergraduate
spondence of Ethel Gross and work at the University ofCali
Harry Hopkins (2002). She re fornia - Berkeley. In addition,
cently participated in a fellow she holds an M.P.A. from Pace
ship offered by the Sasakawa University.
The Department of Historyis
Foundation and the Japanese
part
of the College of Arts and
Studies Institute that focused
Sciences
at AASU.
on Japanese history and cul
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You can win Text books!

'• '

Buy a Raffle
Ticket for $1.00
and you could
win a...
ROBERT HALL| The Inkwell

PIKE Paints the Pirates
Chris Nowicki
News Editor

Anyone driving down Sci
ence Drive has probably no
ticed the new pirates painted
on the road.
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
(PIKE) spent their Interna
tional Workday painting the
pirates onto Science Drivenear
the tennis courts.
"Traditionally on the FiKappa
Alpha Workday a chapter or in
our case a colony usually does
work on their house, but since
we do not have a house we de
cided to do something for the
university," said Robert Hall,
President of PIKE.
According to Hall, the paint
ing use tobe a project that SGA
did, but has not done over the
past couple of years and when
we has approached byA1 Harris
and Robin Jones inStudent Ac
tivities, PIKE took the project.
"PIKE has been on campus
since October, and really has
not done anything to give
back to the university, and we
wanted to do this to be able

to give something back to the
school and show our appre
ciation for allowing us to come
onto the Armstrong Campus,"
said Hall.
Hall explained that PIKE's
Vision-in-Creed is served by
aspects toward life in general
and in an aspect that giving
back to those who gave to you,
this allowed them to give back
to the school who was generous
to them.
PIKE has currently painted
six pirates on Science Drive
and one in front of the Marquis
sign, which sits in front of the
Sports Center.
"It is myvision to eventually to
work with the athletic depart
ment to have a pirate painted
for each sport represented on
the AASU campus," said Hall.
According to Hall in the future
they plan to continue to be in
volved in more on campus ac
tivities and do more forthe uni
versity. Hall hopes when they
get chartered in the fall to plant
an oak tree on campus, which
represents the PIKE tree.

$200 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
from the AASU Bookstore!

The Residential Student Association and the American Red
Cross have joined forces to raise money to help our citizens'
right here at home! during the month of April, you can buy
raffle tickets at the Compass Point Community Office or look
for our booth on campus! Remember - all funds raised stay
local to help people right here at home!

The Red Cross and you...
Together For Life!

Sigma Sigma Sigma Celebrates its 108th Anniversary
Courtesy Tiffany Dodgen

Members of the Eta Rho
chapter of Sigma Sigma
Sigma, a National Panhellenic
Conference Sorority here at
Armstrong AtlanticState Uni
versity, celebrated the Sorori
ty's 108th anniversary on April
20,2006. The event was held
in room 206 of the Fine Arts
Building with members and
local alumni in attendance.
The program was con
ducted by sisters Tiffany
Dodgen, Amanda Robinson,
and Leslie Hildreth. There

were awards presented to out
standing members by Awards
Chairman, Kristina Yourk. Eta
Rho also received the national
awards for Song of the Year
and Outstanding Senior from
their chapter advisor, Alison
Gramza.
Sigma Sigma Sigma was
founded in 1898 at Longwood
College in Farmville, VA.
Tri Sigma strives to prepare
women for life after college by
advocating bonds of friendship,
developing strong character in
its members, and advocating
the highest standards of con
duct. Currently, there are over

90,000 members
and over 200
alumnae and col
legiate chapters.
The Sorority sup
ports play therapy
for hospitalized
children and as
sists in providing
playrooms forhos
pitalized children
in Chapel Hill,
NC and Dallas,
TX through funds
contributed to
the Sigma Sigma
Sigma Foundation.
Leslie Hildreth, Amanda Robinson, Tiffany Dodgen and Kristina Yo urk.

Sports
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AASU Finishes Third At PBC
Men's Golf Championships
Chad Jackson

total, while GC&SU finished
fifth with a 29-over-par 893
Armstrong Atlantic fired a total.
Freshman Andrew Workman
final-round 298 and finished
third at the 2006 Peach Belt shot a final-round 74 and fin
Conference Championships at ished tied for seventh with a
the Bull Creek Golf Club in Co five-over-par 221 total to lead
the Pirates individually. Senior
lumbus, Ga., on Tue, Apr. 18.
The Pirates finished the tour Tripp Coggins fired a 77on Tue
nament with a 27-over-par 891 to finish tied for thirteenth with
total, finishing behind team a seven-over-par 223 total,
champion USCAiken (+6,780) while freshman Chris Wolfe
and host Columbus State (+12, had the day's best round for the
876). UNC Pembroke finished Pirates, carding a 73 to finish
fourth with a 29-over-par 893 16th with a nine-over-par 225

Special to the Inkwell

total. Freshman Wills Smith
shot a 74 to finish tied for 20th
with a 13-over-par 229. Junior
Jonathan Brown rounded out
AASU's scoring with a finalround 79 to finish in 23rd place
with a 15-over-par 231 total.
AASU w ill now await word
on a possible at-large berth
to the 2006 NCAA Men's Golf
Championships. The Atlantic/
Southeast Regional will take
place on May 1-3 at the Rocky
River Golf Club in Concord,
N.C.

Pirates Split Two At PBC Tournament
Chad Jackson

on Apr. 22, losing 4-2 thanks
to five errors in the contest.
Deanna Beaty continued her
The Armstrong Atlantic State hot tournament with a two-run
softball squad survived a rain- home run for the Pirates' only
soaked Sat, Apr. 22 at th
e Peach runs in the contest.
Belt Conference Tournament,
That set up a do-or-die
splitting two games to advance game for the Pirates against
to Sunday's final day of play in USC Upstate, and once again
Aiken, S.C.
the longball proved the differ
The Pirates (37-24) dropped ence as Amber Hunt launched a
their first game of the tourna three-run home run and Beaty
ment to No. 2 seed GC&SU

Special to the Inkwell

clubbed a two-run shot as the
Pirates outlasted the Spartans,
7-3. Rachel Koening-Eng went
the distance, giving up seven
hits and just one earned run in
the victory.
AASU will now faceLander at
11:00 a.m. in another elimina
tion game on Apr. 23. For the
Pirates to winthe title, they will
have to beat Lander, GC&SU
Peach Belt Conference
and Columbus State twice

AASU's Luisa Cowper Named
PBC Player of the Year

Sports Information

Wanted:Sports Writers

against PBC competition and
is the third-ranked singles
player in the country.

Cowper took home the top
A two-time PBC P layer of
prize in the PBC for the second the Week,she has beaten three
straight year after leading A
ASU of the top 10 singles players in
to a perfect 22-0 record and #1 the nation. Cowper continues
national ranking in 2006. A the tradition of excellent ten
senior from Sutton Coldfield, nis at AASU, becoming the
England, Cowper was 15-0 in sixth straight Lady Pirate to
singles play this spring, 7-0 capture the PBC's top award.

Pirates Nudge Falcons
Jasmine Jones

single runs in the fourth and
fifth innings leaving the score
at 6-2. Pfeiffer did not give up
The Armstrong Atlantic and scored seven runs over the
baseball team, ranked number sixth and seventh innings to
19, pulled a victory over Pfeiffer take a 9-8 lead over AASU.
University on Mon, Apr. 17 at
Joey Davis tied up the game
Pirates Field.
with a solo home run over left
The Falcons (21-32) took field, immediately followedby a
off in the top of the first inning two-out RBI double from Brad
with a two-run home run by Bohannon down left field that
Blake Jordan. The Pirates an gave Josh Dallas a run. Matt
swered abruptly (32-9-1) in the Nalutka closed the game for the
bottom of the first inning with Pirates by retiring the final five
six hits and four runs, taking a batters in a row, giving the Pi
4-2 lead.
rates a 10-9 victory of Falcon.
AASU added to their lead with
Staff Writer

Email Mary Culp at maryculp6@comcast.net

NBA Playoffs
Reese Goldman

Staff Writer
The NBA regular season is
coming to an end and eight
teams from each conference
will make it to the playoffs.
The western conference playoff
games are as follows: San An
tonio Spurs (1st) vs.Sacramento
Kings (8th), Phoenix Suns (2nd)
vs. Los Angeles Lakers (7th),
Denver Nuggets (3rd) vs. Los

Angeles Clippers (6th) and Dal
las Mavericks (4th) vs.Memphis
Grizzlies (5th).
The Spurs are the most
dominant team in the western
conference and should easily
defeat the.Kings. Spurs offense
and defense should undoubt
edly dominate and sweep the
weaker Sacramento team.
The Suns have one of the
strongest offensive forces in the
league even without one of their

stars, Amare Stoudamire, and up in this conference is the
should score big points against Nuggets and Clippers. These
the Lakers. The Lakers may two teams seem to have the
be able to win a game or two closest matched qualities.
as they finished strong on the Nuggets have the extremely
heels of a potential MVP Kobe talented young and eager Carmelo Anthony. He is molding
Biyant.
Bryant is having a career year into one of the NBA's big gest
and scored the second highest superstars.
The Clippers are hoping that
point total in a single game
with 81 points behind Wilt Elton Brand can continue his
successful campaign he pro
Chamberlain.
The most interesting match vided the team with this year.

Sam Cassell and Cuttino Mobley provide veteran leadership
to the young Clipper team. This
series could go down to the last
game.
Finally, the Mavericks are
performing on all cylinders
and should have no problem
advancing to the second round
over the Grizzlies. The Griz
zlies do not have the firepower
to contend with Dirk Nowitzki
and the supporting cast of Dal-
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College Baseball: No.
19 AASU 5 , Pfeiffer 4

into extra innings.
Junior Brad Bohannon
would be the deciding factor
The No.19-ranked Armstrong
as he belted a one out single to
Atlantic baseball team scored
left center scoring PeteGundolf
one run in the bottom of the
from second and giving the
tenth inning off a single by
Pirates the 5-4 extra inning
Brad Bohannon to pick up an
victory. Relief pitcher, Vyt
exciting 5-4 non-conference
Rivers is credited with the win
victory over visiting Pfeiffer
improving to 3-0 on the season.
University on Tue, Apr. 18 at
Chris Russell took the loss for
Pirate Field.
the Falcons falling to 0-2.
The Falcons (21-33) struck
Bohannon finished the day
first on a two-run double by
with
two hits and one RBI for
first baseman Bryan Braxton in
the Pirates, whileGundolff, Da
the top of the first inning. The
vis, Miguel Donate and Jared
Pirates (33-9-1) would later tie
Combs each added one RBI.
the game with a one run double
from Miguel Donate and an RBI Braxton led the Falcons with
single from Joey Davis. Pete one hit and two RBIs, while
Gundolff hit a one run double Daniel Brown drove in a run of
in the bottom of the sixth that his own for Pfeiffer.
Pfeiffer will next take the
to put AASU ahead of Pfeiffer,
field
when they begin play in
4-3. The Falcons climbed back
the
CVAC
tournament Fri,
into the ball game with a triple
Apr.
21. The Pirates next travel
to right field from Mike McClain in the top of t he eighth, to Augusta State for Peach Belt
who would score by means of Conference action on Fri, Apr.
a passed ball to send the game 21 at 7:00 p.m.
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

College Baseball: AASU
Warm Up with Iuliia Stupak Ur Augusta State 7
CHAD JACKSON |Special to the Inkwell

Mary Culp
Sports Editor

[Though] sometimes this can
work against her with her shot
Denied the opportunity to de selection not always b eing the
velop as a tennis player in the best," said Earnshaw.
Stupak kept her game up at
Ukraine, Iuliia Stupak started
ships as she
looking for other options and the PBC Championships
found AASU through head was named MVP in both singles
and doubles. Despite her ac
coach Simon Earnshaw.
"I was still playing tennis, but complishments, she expressed
jt washard toimprove mygame a humble attitude toward the
and tennis results because Iwas feat.
"I'm definitely appreciative
not able to participate in many
and I would be lying if I said
tournaments," said Stupak.
Stupak noticed that more and that I don't care about it at all.
more Ukrainian tennis players Of cou rse it is pleasant to get
were coming to the U.S. to play such a great award, but I am
because, "it isimpossible tofind more happy and excited about
a sponsor for tennis players in the success of our Pirate's team,"
said Stupak.
my countiy," said Stupak.
Stupak's desire to play tennis Stupak's esteem forher team
in the U.S. worked to Earnshaw's mates was evident when asked
advantage. "Iuliia is probably how she would want them to
one of the top recruits I have describe her when she isn't
brought in during my time at around. "Ihope that theywould
describe me as an optimistic
AASU," said Earnshaw.
Stupak did not hesitate when and strong-willed person," said
offered the opportunity to play Stupak. She describes herselfas
at AASU. Because the team has friendly, but admits that when
won national championships, "I someone isdisrespectful to her,
chose AASU. I thought the level "I think I'm going crazy!"
Stupak makes sure that she
of tennis should be quite high,"
stays in touch with her friends
said Stupak.
Stupak feels confident in her back home. This is one of h er
decision, as the women's team off the court indulgences, along
just won another PBC champi with her love of music and
the occasional night out with
onship title.
"It was a great feeling. I liked friends.
Stupak says the hardest
it a lot, and I'm ready to do ev
erything to feel it again in the adjustment she had to make
when coming to the U.S. was
future," said Stupak.
Earnshaw recognizes Stupak's being without her friends and
hard work. "When Iuliia's on, family. "I miss my sister very
she can be very difficult to much because we were always
beat," said Earnshaw. "She's a together," said Stupak.
Stupak also misses her native
great talent and has a big game.
food almost as much "because

the differencehere ishuge!" said ASU Sports Information
Stupak. Adjusting to leaving the
big city was also difficult for
Armstrong Atlantic State
her. "I don't have enough space
battled back from an early
here!" said Stupak jokingly.
Because students complete deficit to take the Peach Belt
high school at 17 in the Ukraine
, Conference series opener 11-7
Stupak is the ageof the average over Augusta State at Lake 01college freshman, but already
has twoyears of study under her mstead Stadium Sat, Apr. 22.
Senior centerfielder Chris
belt at the NationalUniversity of
Physical Education and Sports Demons jacked a leadoff home
of Ukraine.
run in the bottom of the first
Stupak has since changed her to spark the Diamond Jaguars
major from P.E. to Health and (*5-32, 2-20 <PBC) to a fourFitness Management and plans
to earn her masters at AASU as run outburst. ASU went ahead
5-0 in the third when Demons
well.
In Ukiaine, Stupak "was slapped an RBI-single to center
ranked in the top 100 in the to scoresophomore catcher Jer
world in juniors (18 and under) emy Armstrong, who reached
and thus has tremendous expe on a leadoff single.
rience," said Earnshaw.
The Pirates (34-9-1, 11-8)
When asked what she has
gained through coming to responded with three runs of
AASU, Stup ak said, "I believe their own in the fourth, then
that this experience will help added a five-spot in the fifth
me a lot throughout my life." to take the lead for good. They
She says she has learned "to added single runs in the sixth,
find a common language with seventh and ninth innings.
different people, because our
Sean Hotzak (4-for-s) and
team is international, and we
have to find compromises to Brad Bohannon (3-for-s)
combined for seven hits and
live and play together."
When asked how she feels drove in three runs each. Four
about the possibility of AASU Pirates, including Bohannon,
hosting the Regionals on AASU's each scored a pair of runs.
newly resurfaced tennis courts,
Brandon Stelter (3-0) logged
Stupak said, "it's definitely an
the
longest outing of his career
awesome thing that finally we
to
earn
the victory in relief of
can host our home matches at
home."
starter John Ducey. Stelter al
"I hope that a lot of students lowed onlyone hit in 4.1 innings
will come and support us at the of scoreless work while striking
Regionals tournament," said out four. Ducey gave up 11 hits
Stupak..

and seven runs — four earned
— in 4.2 innings. Hestruck out
four but walked six.
ASU junior lefthander Kevin
Kelley (2-1) took the loss. In
his sixth career start, Kelley
was touched for sevenhits and
eight runs — six earned - in
4.1 innings. He struck out six,
walked four and hit fourPirate
batters. Junior lefty Jon Han
sen came on in the fifth and
closed out the game, yielding
four hits and three runs with
four strikeouts and a pair of
walks.
Senior leftfielder Justin
Walker paced the Jags of
fensively with a 3-for-5 night,
including an RBI and a run
scored. Sophomore first base
man Micah Hollis and fresh
man second baseman Robbie
Fite each had a pair of safeties.
Demons and Fite each drove in
two runs. Demons'first-inning
solo blast washis eighth homer
of the season, a team-high and
a career-best total.
The Jags and Pirates meet
in a doubleheader Sun, Apr
23 with a first pitch scheduled
for 1:00 p.m. at Lake Olmstead
Stadium. The twinbill will also
mark Senior Day for four Dia
mond Jag seniors — Preston
Crews, Demons, Garrick McGrath and Walker.

Arts and Entertainment
Chris Cannon
Staff Writer

Promising B.F.A (Ba chelor
of Fine Arts) majors displayed
a plethora of work i n the Fine
Arts Gallery Friday night. Stu
dents Emily B roome, Maggie
Parish, Lindsay T aylor, Ryan
Reese, Marian na Harkleroad,
Adrian F essenden and Ruth
Verduzco sp oke about their
works in front of the large
audience. A rmstrong ceram
ics professor John Jensen
delivered the introduction for
the show.
The student exhibition gives
graduates the chance to display
their work and explain what
their art means. "This show is
a perfect reflection on how far
we've come," said Arts Market
ing Director, Mario Incorvaia.
"Just look at the 150 or more
art majors and the incredible
number of graduates from the
BFA p rogram that has only
been in existence for a mere
three years."
"Bravo!" said art major Mia
Montgomery. "Iwas awestruck
by the pictures of John Stockel
by Marianna Harkleroad ...
very impacting pieces."
The talk of the night was the

work of Digital Photography
B.F.A. Ma rianna Harkleroad,
challenging what is real and
what isn't. Her childhood sto
ries developed her introspec
tion.
"It led me to question real
ity," she said. "By m anipulat
ing and repurposing everyday
objects, by painting and draw
ing out thoughts and emotions
through symbolism and meta
phors, through the use ofdigital
photography, by staging atmo
spheres, mood and scenarios, I
am able to manifest my ideas
into something concrete."
Marianna went on to explain
what t he purpose of her art
work is. "Art has the power to
manipulate emotion and I want
people to feel a connection to
my work. It may be a word, a
stroke of paint, or a shadow
in a photograph that sparks
some sort of relevance. But I
want people to take something
away with them. My purpose is
to affect."
Jensen said "It's gutsy subject
matter unified by the use of the
color red. The works' large for
mat and professional framing
look good."
With a concentration in
fibers, B.F.A. Emily Broome
incorporated an array of differ
ent processes an d techniques.
From quilts to fiber sculpture,
she used geometric shapes, pat
terns and textures.
Student Katie Troisi "love(s)
the negative space and the use
of color." Broome's use of or
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ganic forms provided a brilliant
display of creativity. She plans
to use what she has learned at
Armstrong in the field of inte
rior design in the future.
Adrian Fessenden, a painting
B.F.A., captured the essence of
the emotion of human faces,
specifically women's faces.
Fessenden used her medium
to provide viewers with her
own introspection on life and
the different emotions she's
gone through.
Another favorite was Lindsay
Taylor. "I also found the large
scale sculptures by Lindsay
Taylor incredible involving in
tricate decoration. I loved all
the intricate pieces involved in
building the piece," said Mont
gomery.
Photography B.F.A. stu
dent Matt Greco added, "It is
a daunting task to make big
work, and it was refreshing
to see some students breaking
into a larger format."
Taylor's focus at Armstrong
was ceramics, but she has been
making jewelry from a very
young age. Her eventual plans
are to open a jewelry store in
Hilton Head, S.C.
After switching majors four

times, Maggie Parish finally
found her passion for art. With
a clear aptitude for photogra
phy and printmaking, Parish
explained what makes her im
ages successful.
"It's mostly about color and
the combination of colors...the
forming of art from the nega
tive space, color, patterns and
values to create an image."
Her favorite technique is the
Polaroid lift, transferring the
emulsion of the photograph
onto another surface. Parish
plans to go to graduate school
and eventually teach college or
high school.
Ruth Verduzco exhibited her
eclectic but thematic pieces.
Reminiscent of folk art, Ver
duzco carried the tradition of
quilt-making into an entirely
new perspective. Sexuality
seems to be her central theme
throughout her body of wo rk,
using metaphors and symbols
to show the relationship of
sexuality with subjects like
religion and incorporating the
ceramics with fibers. Verduzco
is also a substitute teacher in
Appling County.
With an emphasis in photog
raphy, Ryan Reese explored his
biggest inspiration: nature. His
undaunted effort to describe
nature visually keeps his art
new and fresh. As he put it,
"Art will never become boring
due to the fact that I can never
be perfect."
This year's show was big,
but it should be noted that the

Sculptures by AASU stu dent Lindsay Taylor.

CHRIS CANNON | The Inkwell

CHRIS CANNON | The Inkwell

Graduates Ryan Reese and Emily B roome display their artwork at the senior show.

number of B.F.A. graduates
next semester is so large that
additional space willbe needed
to display their artwork. Only
in existence for three years,

the B.F.A. program shows un
doubtedly how much the art
department has grown.
Products ofArmstrong, these
truly amazing artists will no

doubt take the art world by
storm. John Jensen concludes,
"Hold on to your dreams, work
hard, and enjoy life."
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Arts and Entertainment

Entertainment for
the Impoverished

LIVE MUSIC SERIES

Billboard magazine's "Best Independent artist of the
Midwest"plays Sentient Bean
Erin Christian

Staff Writer
On May 4, at 7 p.m, Jim
Greene will grace the Sentient
Bean with his unusual style of
acoustic rock. Also known as
The Wandering Endorphin,
Jim Green has been a full-time
musician for the past four
years and has played a wide
variety of venues from librar
ies to rock clubs. As quoted
from his website, Greene is a
Chicago native and a "37 year
old singer/songwriter who de
cided that the well-worn paths
that other musicians adhere to
were not the proper routes for
his own creativity."
Jim Greene has gotten
airplay on radio stations
nationwide including Na
tional Public Radio (NPR) and
Chicago's 93XRT. His songs
can also be heard on several
internet radio stations such as
xsgritaradio.com, whose listeners voted Green's song "Firefly"

as one of the Best 100 songs of
the year. His style has been said
to dwell in the land between the
solo guitar work of Michael
Hedges and the songwriting of
Neil Young, and Green is widely
praised for being talented and
genuine enough to seamlessly
. meld the two approaches into
one cohesive whole. In 2004
he won the title "Gand's Guitar
Idol Champion," and he began
a professional relationship with
singer/songwriter Phil Roywho
has written hit songs for artists
such as Ray Charles and Mavis
Staples. Greene also has ex
perience recording along side
two-time Grammy Winning

MASQUERS | From page 1
swooning and bum swishing.
Lady Bracknell, played by
theatre professor Pam Sears,
rounded out the main charac
ters as Gwendolen's domineer
ing mother who wants nothing
more than to see her daughter
marry as well as she did. Sears'
portrayal was convincing in
Wilde's obvious mockery of
British aristocracy. With her
nose in the air and the most
snobbish British accent in the
show, Sears' performance was
striking.
Miss Prism and Rev. Canon
Chasuble, played by Maunalee

Producer Jim Tullio on Phil
Roy's latest album: "Compared
to What."
Although Green began his
career as a solo act, in his latest
CD, "Destination Euphoria," he
weaves in a plethora of support
ing musicians. He features cel
los, dobros, keys, basses, drums
and harmonicas on the record
ing, placing it in stark contrast
to his first album, which was
strictly a solo affair.
His song "You've Changed,"
from "Destination Euphoria,"
will be included on the Disc
Makers Independent Music
World Series compilation
album. This album, made up
of 17 tracks, will be sent to
all Independent Music World
Series judges nationwide and
it will go to radio stations,
newspapers, music magazines
and Disc Makers customers.
About 10,000 CDs total will be
created to use for promotional

purposes throughout the year.
Not simply a musician for
his own benefit, the Wandering
Endorphin also plays for char
ity events. Greene played at
the Wounded Warrior Benefit
Concert in St. Charles, IL on
Jan. 29, 2005. 100 percent of
the concert proceeds went to
benefit The Wounded Warrior
Project, a program that helps
the men and women of our
armed forces who have been
severely injured in combat to
readjust to civilian life.
The show at the Sentient
Bean is free of charge, and for
more information call 912-2324447-

Hashemi and Hai Dang re
spectively, added one more
awkward love interest in the
farce. To add to the laughs, Samantha Noon played Lane and
Merriman, both (male) butlers
in the play. Her gender-bend
ing role was quite good and
very funny.
"The Importance of Being
Earnest" will be running Apr.
27-29. All shows start at 7:30
p.m. For tickets, please go to
the box office, located in the
Fine Arts Building, or call 912927-5381.

THE SEASON FINALEM *

CHANC* §&

MUSIC-

APRIL 27
AA5U Jazz Eniwnblft
Fins Arts, Attdiforitl ffi * 7:30 piffli. *

$5

APRIL 30
Annual "Ed and Friends" Peps Cancert

Savannah Winc^ saflfimunrty Wind ensemble

in residence at AA5U

Fe^'h's jfitcrcJie^ pdfrjhtir laVcrfeg, and art ftWMvz
df ikeVa# and rndl Wind sntsfdsis n-jpcrtare

AA5U Fine-Arts Auditorium * 3 p.m.
advance general i^fflii^ianiS 12 a the daar

Far ticketing in fp mil 927SMI, II a.m. to 3 p.mv Weekdays
For TICKETS E f MA IL, send SASE, ch eck. made to AA5U, and a
nate indicating perform ance choice and number of tic kets to:
LIVE MUSIC SEUEJ
Dbpodffient of Art Mus ic £ Theatre
Armstrong Atlantic Stde University
M5 Aberoorn Street
ScfVannaH Georgia 3WT2- K7W
fended m port by Ike
AASO Slider# GtiVeraffier# Asacic#kri

thsitlf
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Going Crazy on Tybee Island
Maureen Yasko presents "Fully Committed" at
Tybee Theater Cafe
Lindsey Estepp

the characters by "finding
the part in each character
that she has in herself, and
What do a French maitre'd, exaggerating it."
Maureen Yasko is an
a crazy New Yor ker, and an
85-year-old woman have in Armstrong Alumnus. She has
common? These are several been involved in a number of
of the 4 0 characters played productions at Armstrong,
by Maureen Yasko in "Fully including the challenging
Committed," a comedy writ role of puppeteer for a giant
man-eating plant in "Little
ten by Becky Mode.
"Fully Committed" is a one- Shop of Horrors." Her most
woman s how that explores recent role was Imelda in the
the ex periences of dealing Masquers rendition of Rich
with people through the per ard Selzer's "Imelda."
"Fully Committed" opens on
sonal accounts of Sam Peliczowski, th e main character. Apr. 27 at the Tybee Theater
Peliczowski works at the Cafe on Tybee Island. The
reservations line for the #1 stage is set in an intimate cafe
restaurant in New York City, that seats about 50. Reserva
encountering many different tions are required and tickets
are $20.
people.
There is a discount for stu
According to the director
of the play, Pinya Lindroos, dents or for groups of four or Ditrie Sanchez performs.
"Sam is subject to the weird more. The Cafe will open two
est, most outlandish charac hours before show time in
ters." Yasko says, "Anybody case you want to come early
who h as ever worked in the and grab a bite or a beer. The
service industry will relate to show will run Apr. 27-30 and
May 4-7 and 11 -14 . Shows
this show!"
Antonio Burks
Yasko and Lindroos put are at 8:00 p.m., with the Staff Writer
the show .together in less exception of Sunday shows,
If someone wouldlook at the
than a month, which didn't whichbeginat6:oop.m. For
reservations
or
more
info
campus
directory listing under
leave much time to learn
contact
Tybee
Theater
Cafe
Vice
President/Dean
of fac
and dev elop 40 characters.
at
912-786-6384.
ulty,
way
down
at
the
bottom
Yasko w as able to develop
of the list is a non-imposing
name: Ditrie Sanchez/Student
worker.
The simple line does little to
tell about the person or her ac
complishments. Sanchez is a
charter member of AASU's
National Leadership Honor
Society, and she is an inductee
of Savannah Arts Academy
Staff Writer

DAVID JOHNSON | The Inkwell

Relocating the Female Composer
Renaissance Chapter of the

sion for sharing her art with

National Honor Society.
the community.
Apr. 21, Sanchez marveled
One may wonder why the
Savannah as she performed distinction is between female
her senior recital. This recital and male composers. The
was a touching one for it not answer is that in the world of
only wasa wayto conveyto the classical musicians, females
audience how her skills have are looked over and forgotten,
grown over the years but also which is why Sanchez's recital
to let them glimpse into the and presentation was of su ch
importance. She allowed the
world of female composers.
Sanchez's program entitled community to slowly remove
elegantly, "A recital of com a veil that covered a mystical
posers ... who happens to be world of music in whichfemale
a woman" touched upon her composers have had a role.
musical talent and her pas

THIS SPACE IS HERE BECAUSE YOU
DO NOT WRITE FOR THE INKWELL
PINYA LINDROOS | Special to the Inkwell

Maureen Ya sko in "Fully Committed."

ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF!!
ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC
STATE UNIVERSITY

lisSTAFF
itsiftiDISCOUNT
s ii iff®CARD

STOP BY MCC 201 NOW TO RCEIVE YOUR
DISCOUNT CARD
CARDS OFFER DISCOUNTS TO MANY LOCAL BUSINESSES
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Editorials

No One Asks for Rape

"Jeans for Justice" heightens awareness of ridiculous rape decisions
Karen White
Copy Editor

In my opinion, a woman or
man should be able to walk
down the street, butt naked,
holding a sign reading "I have
genitalia" and not get raped.
However, in many cases,
what a person wears deter
mines whether or not a rape
charge is valid, as does the
victim's job, racial back
ground, economic status or
criminal history.
For example, in the recent
controversy concerning the
rape charges brought against
the Duke Lacrosse team, one

issue that news reporters
highlight focus on is the fact
that the victim is a stripper.
Who cares? Being a sexworker
does not change the fact that
she is a human being who has
the right to say no to sex and
abuse.
Another example of misap
propriated focus concerns the
recent rape case involving the
overturning of a rape charge
against Carmine Cristiano, a
45-year-old driving instructor
in southern Italy. According to
www.actabuse.com, the rape
conviction was overturned
because "it is impossible to
take off tight pants such as

jeans without the cooperation
of th,e person wearing them,"
and said it is impossible if the
victim is struggling."
I don't know about anyone
else, but if a person is threat
ening my life, I would do
everything I can to resist, but
I would not be thinking very
clearly. Futhermore, even if
she began the encounter by
consenting to sex, the victim
has every right to change her
mind. Therefore, her clothing
doesn't matter.
On top of her human right
to say no, by blaming the vic
tim for her choice in apparel
not only revictimizes her, but

also makes rape the fault of the
victim, not the rapist. Rape is
never the fault of the victim
nor should we accept rape as
understandable in any situa
tion. For example, just because
a person is incarcerated does
not mean he or she should
expect and accept rape as due
course.
"Jeans for Justice" is a
group protesting this deci
sion through simple activism.
Anyone can contact the group
for materials, such as stick
ers or brochures about rape
awareness, and they give sug
gestions about how to protest
safely. For instance, a coalition

of students can organize a day
to wear jeans and stickers pro
claiming they are associated
with "Jeans for Justice."
April is National Rape
Awareness Month, but rape
awareness needs to become
a more open discussion if we
are going to end abuse. Men
and women alikecan be raped,
but weignore the problemand
blame the victim, scrutinizing
the victim motivations instead
of the rapist.
For more information about
"Jeans for Justice" and
similar organizations, visit
.actabuse.com.

WANTED: WRITERS
inkwell @ mail.armstrong.edu
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Oceanfront at 15th Street / PO Box 2880
Tybee Island, GA 31328

Come Work At The Beach!!
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•T he Inkwell reserves the l ight to edit any submissions
or length <
ten!
•The opinions expressed by the students of A AS I'
may not be the
or the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from
readers provided that they are clearly written or typed.
All submissions must be signed with a telephone
number and SSN included for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
•The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments. press releases, etc. Such information may
be published free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial str.fl,

Now Accepting Applications for the Following Positions:
Experienced:
Cooks $9.00 to $13.00
Dishwashers $7.50
Bartenders $5.25 to $6.25 Plus Tips
Front Desk Agents $8.00 $9.00
Night Auditors $10.00
Bussers $7.50
Housekeepers $7.50
Landscapers/Grounds Keeper $7.50 to $9.00
General maintenance $9.75 to $14.00
AM & PM Restaurant Servers $3.25 Plus Tips
Hostess $8.00

Transportation to and from Savannah available
Benefits include Insurance, Vacation, Holiday
Dependable Candidate's with experience, professional appearance
and A positive attitude should apply in person at:

(912) 927-5351

Fax:(
n
inkwell <Smail,armstrong.edn

licutiun. "Die Inkwell will attempt to tcliirn photo
graphs, but please make copies before submission.

Ocean Plaza Beach Resort

H.R. Department
Email: RMcCoy@oceanplaza.com
15 St and Ocean Front
Tybee Island, GA

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION W ITH A
LETTER TO THE EDITOR!
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
InkwelI#mail.armstrong.edu.
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The Youth and Beauty
Brigade:On the
Common Vernacular
event in which all
outcomes are equally
likely.

Kevin Daiss
Humor Columnist

Man, this is bananas.
Sorry, that was so random.
I love being random. OMG.
WTF. I wish everyone would
speak using correct English.
That m eans we shold pause
at the end of sentences;
we should not make words
up unless they're really
funny, and above all else we
shouldn't use the word "ran
dom" in reference to things
that a ren't actually random
at all.

Your friend telling a drunk
joke that just consists of
the word "BOOB" is not
random—it is just stupid.
When you run into an old
acquaintance that you
haven't spoken to since you
"accidentally" "had sex" on
her "sister's bed" when you
were "dating" her sister is
not random—it's God's way
of saying "zip it up, you im
becile."

Why am I attacking "ran
dom?" Because when I sit
down to write this column
1. Having no specific every week I throw a dart
pattern, purpose, or .at wall of post-it-notes that
objective: random
have different column ideas
movements.
on them. Call it ironic for
tuity that I happened to hit
2. Of or relating to a "random." However, there is
type of circumstance also an underlying problem
or event that is de that lies under the problem:
scribed by a prob too many people speak like
ability distribution.
complete idiots.
^

t

r a n - d o m (r a n d
adj.

&

m)

3. Of or relating to an

^Ve should all hope to ap

pear to be as educated as we
possibly can. That includes
transcending racial and so
cioeconomic stereotypes in
the hope of sounding at least
half as educated as we really
are. I know plenty of home
less people that are incredi
bly articulate. I know plenty
of homeless people that
scream obscenities at every
passerby before warning
them that the polar ice caps
are melting, Jesus is coming
and Quentin Tarintino is the
devil himself. Everyone al
ready knows that Tarintino
is Satan's right hand man,
and no one cares about the
other stuff.

Express your
opinion with a
letter to the
Editor
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

Apparently, we are in col
lege. Apparently, it is
required by the state that
we all take a few English
courses. Apparently the
vast majority of students
just end up using the pages
from "Shakespeare's Com
plete Works" for rolling
their weed. Maybe smoking
all that ink had an effect on
their brains.

Classifieds
Mention Students: Looking to sell or buy books, clothes, cars and more? Look no further than placing classifieds in the Inkwell. Members of AASU fac
ulty, students & staff may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to no more than forty words and must contain no profan
ity. EmailInkwell@mail.armstrong.edu, Attn: Teresa with your classified!
schedule of activities is filled with
condition in/out, runs great, 146K good outlook on life. 12 mo. lease- Bluff Rd (behind Kmart). Must laughter and friends, thanks to our
For Sale
miles (mostly highway from road- $400.00/mo. + l/3utilites. Please bring valid state issued id, proof devoted volunteers. You too can
of address and proof of social
trips). ms.ericarose@yahoo.com call Cindy; #678-656-7492.
make a difference in the lives of
security
number. Call for details
or
912-656-4886
our
residents by becoming a vol
or Sale
Roommate Wanted: I NEED 912-927-4005.
unteer.
Volunteers are priceless
COMPLETE SYSTEM! Almost
ROOMMATES!!! three rooms
Used
books
for
half
price:
assets
and
we would love for you
Jew (Only 1000 miles on
Events
to come and join us. For more in
With study notes, ARTS 1100, available in Georgetown townlrbine,)"3.8 Liter 1999 -2004 V6
formation, call Rhonda Sheffield,
ENGL2100, HIST1111 & house Rent $450 plus a $200
lustang Procharger Supercharger
Volunteer Coordinator (912) 3541112, HIST 2000, ASTR1010, deposit. Gas, Electricity, Water,
1/ inter cooler $3000 or make BIOL1107,
PEBC2000, Sewer, Trash pick-up, Cable, In Got stuff? We need stuff! The Pet 8225 ext. 243.
ffer. Contact Thomas at 912- MATH2900,
OCEA3100, ternet included Private bedroom, Assistance League of Savannah
60-4685 or Chris at 912-660- POLS1100,
(PALS) is having a
Experienced Musician available
GEOL2010, Shared bath
Call
Zee
at
(912)
695-2252.
garage sale on June 24th to raise to teach private percussion les
664 for details.
PSYC1101, 659-8950 LEAVE
money to help fixed income pet sons to any agb student. E-mail
MESSAGE.
or Sale (Maternity clothes) used,
owners
spay neuter their pets. tl6259 @ students, armstrong.edu
Help Wanted
irge to X-large, winter and sum Computer and T.V. for sale:
Donations are tax-deductible. for more information.
mer, d ressy to casual. (Western Emachine computer 3-4 years
Call 921-0273 to donate your
pparel) used for women starting old works great. Lexmark Printer
stuff.
No clothes please.
Experiencd Musician available
Work study position
t $10.00 and up OBO, brand name included Computer $150 T.V 19 Hiring:
to teach private or group clarinet
as
Recepetionist
iiirts, pan ts, boots, ha ts, belts & inch VHS GE brand. Contact Sa- available
lessons to students of any level.
Clerk Asst. for the
uckles. (PAGEANT dre ss) for brina at 678-462-3188 or e-mail at & Office
Email
ad9701@students.armstro
Support Program,
ale Go rgeous detail, toddler svl391@students.armstrong.edu. Learning
ng.edu
for
Services
Apply at the Office of Adult
ize 3 -5, $89.00 659-89 50 leave
more information.
Academic Services- Victor Hall

Roommates

)R SALE 1996 MAZDA 626
$2000 OBO MAKE AN
TER, MUST SELLHPower
erything, CD, A/C, remote
•'king, sliding sunroof, new
-s/battery/alignment,
good

Roommate Wanted: Female

student looking for 2 roommates
(F) to share a 3-bed townhouse in
Georgetown area Need be clean,
responsible, reliable, and have a

Room 205.
Earn $30 today and up to $195
a month by lending a helping
hand. Thank you for donating
your life-saving blood plasma.
Biomat USA.
8805 White

Community Service: Nationally
60% of nursing home residents
never receive a visitor! As a
result, many of our community's
elderly spend their days lonely
and isolated. Riverview Health
and Rehabilitation Center's full

Laughter and Fun: Visit
Moleculation.com to find true
happiness and an assortment of
funny flash cartoons!
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Freedom Fridays

W e h a v < r e f o t a t ot l ba c k to o ut o r i g i n a l
- i t i a t ( • i ! i t j P o i n t . Wo no w o i l e r

Every Friday of every shoiv with Military or
tickets are always half price. Limit two tickets per ID.

b i r t h t o n m. i l p i l l s on si t e : ! § < a l s o
f i l e r • u •• o . '. ' i n \

1

• > n t i . K < j a t o n on s i t e :

N p r t i a i li a t l i r s s p r i n g : Wr n o w o f i c r
t h e n ew . v er y ac c u r a t e . I t i n e t es t l o r

Make sure to see The Masquers' Production of

I.hlatmcliu a n d (»onnrrh< a

(

)n l \

>

j!

N o u n c o m f o r t a b l e ov a l o ! A l t v i s i t s by
a p p o i n t m e n t - pl e a s e < o n t a c t u s at

The Importance of
Being Earnest

9 b I -a / 2 b .

THE FITNESS CLUBS

April 20th-23rd & 27th-29,h

"Your Resolution Solution"

GSpring Into Fitness!
TAN

For more production or advance ticketing
information, contact the AASU Fine Arts Box
Office @ (912)-927-5381. Box Office hours are 11
a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays. General Admission
tickets are $8, Group Rates are available.
Any remaining tickets are available at the Jenkins

Theater Box Office, 1 hour before the show.

4iki

NEW! Ladies ONLY

2 FOR 1 MEMBERSHIP & 30 DAYS FREE
OR
2 WEEK TRIAL & 1 FREE TAN

$995
5990 Ogeechee Rd.
(Hwy 1 7)

Not valid with any other offer.
One coupon per person. Certain conditions apply.

Ihe Fitness Club
2164 F. Victory Drive

The Fitness Club II
525 Windsor Rd.

(Wolmarl Shopping Cntr. nexf to Subway)

Victory @ Skidowoy

Windsor & Largo

925-2744

447-0909

925-4220

Classes • Free Weights • Free Child Care • Cardio
Tanning • Whirlpool • Steam Room • Saunas • Personal Trainers + m ore!
Amenities and fee may vary by location

The Office of Career Services provides students and
alumni with assistance in career development and
the job search process. Our services and programs
are m integral part of the educational process, from
the first day on campus to beyond the graduation
stage" Whether you need help with choosing a
major, finding part-time or full-time employment, or
information on topics such as resume writing and
interview skills, we are the place for you.1
Our office is located in the Student Affairs Annex at
Compass Point on the second floor. The resource
library will be open Monday through Friday, 8;IS
AM until 5:00 PM.

Tbr more information contact;
Office of Career Services
Armstrong Atlantic State University
11935Abercorn Street
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997

rf
5372Fax, 912 9a 1-2335
Email: careers@mail.arrnstrong.edu

Career Services

'<y 0 l | h ive a untcpie personality, bufffa
,
r o n kn o w what it is? W e ch n help*

